Music

in college

Music

and of course our Museum there

are two rooms next I'm Rico

Applause

and a little bit faster

Music

my clothes

Music

Music
I went three through eight

so big picture whereas in step four

doesn't say stop anything

where are you little cabin fan it's

bigger than little so it's bigger than the bulb there

I'll just dance paste round one rpcm le

one bro Bravo I got RPC 13 tripped

we had elevated readings in the port one

rack MBS you will one RB I 12 I'm gonna
be shutting down there's all sorts of

stuff on it so if you can prep on your

end

these are some good viewing

opportunities employer so pay attention

to those because I always kind of blew

them off and didn't really pay attention

and there are a couple of times that we

actually looked and like sure enough

that's awesome that's in you'll be

reminded of this by the on-orbit crew in

know - or if used something that lab

note - or either of those segments first

place you go to have I made a little go


back to myself so my Soyuz 1.5 and some

other items that if there were an

emergency and we had 30 minutes we

needed to get into the Soyuz I could at

least grab that let's go back

so the refrigerator is going to be

available

those things but that runs out pretty

quick like I might drink two drinks a

meal and so then I started drinking

chilled green iced tea with sugar even

it is typically that note three by P

rent is off

not working in the mini olya

but they'd somewhere grammar one
get their clothes

pressure in the SM on the Russian laptop

and with the investing was stable so if

you could take a look at those cautions

I'm cool

yeah here man I need

[Music]

whoo UPA the next one one six two three

one

soon yet

[Music]

No

yet yeah no pressure

[Music]
[Music]

started inside

the crew that posted recently

[Music]

the procedure contains all of the steps

take that off that okay how much jet

love it's typically the first thing you

check

taken

okay verified ATM used

okay copy those are good numbers

[Music]